In theory, the greatest lower bound (glb) to reliability is the best possible lower bound to the reliability based on single test administration. Yet the practical use of the glb has been severely hindered by sampling bias problems. It is well known that the glb based on small samples (even a sample of one thousand subjects is not generally enough) may severely overestimate the population value, and statistical treatment of the bias has been badly missing. The only results obtained so far are concerned with the asymptotic variance of the glb and of its numerator (the maximum possible error variance of a test), based on first order derivatives and the asumption of multivariate normality. The present paper extends these results by offering explicit expressions for the second order derivatives. This yields a closed form expression for the asymptotic bias of both the glb and its numerator, under the assumptions that the rank of the reduced covariance matrix is at or above the Ledermann bound, and that the nonnegativity constraints on the diagonal elements of the matrix of unique variances are inactive. It is also shown that, when the reduced rank is at its highest possible value (i.e., the number of variables minus one), the numerator of the glb is asymptotically unbiased, and the asymptotic bias of the glb is negative. The latter results are contrary to common belief, but apply only to cases where the number of variables is small. The asymptotic results are illustrated by numerical examples.
Introduction
The problem of how to assess the reliability of a test from a single test administration has been a key issue in classical test theory. When strong assumptions about the equivalence of the items, like congeneric or essential tau-equivalence measurements, seem unwarranted, and parallel tests are not available, one has to resort to lower bounds to the reliability. Guttman (1945) proposed 6 lower bounds, one of which, λ 3 , has become famous as coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951) . Jackson and Agunwamba (1977) and Ten Berge and Zegers (1978) introduced additional lower bounds. More importantly, Jackson and Agunwamba also demonstrated that there exists a greatest lower bound (glb) to the reliability of a test.
The glb can only be evaluated by an iterative procedure. A first numerical solution was offered by Woodhouse and Jackson (1977) , and more efficient procedures were soon to follow (Bentler & Woodward, 1980 , also see Ten Berge, Snijders & Zegers, 1981) . More recently, interior point algorithms were designed for such type of problems, which became known as semidefinite programming problems (see, e.g., a survey paper of Vandenberghe & Boyd, 1996 ). An interior points algorithm can be downloaded from the internet, see Alizadeh, Haeberly, Nayakkankuppam, Overton & Schmieta (1997) . Jackson and Agunwamba (1977) observed that the greatest lower bound to the reliability is the worst possible value of the ratio of true to observed variance, for any given covariance matrix, which is still compatible with the two standard assumptions of classical test theory in the context of lower bounds to reliability: zero covariance between the error parts of the items of the test, and zero covariance between the errors and the true scores. The glb has a direct link to Constrained Minimum Trace Factor Analysis (CMTFA, see Bentler & Woodward, 1980 ; Ten Berge, Snijders & Zegers, 1981; Shapiro, 1982) .
Specifically, when Σ is a p×p population covariance matrix, CMTFA is concerned with finding the diagonal matrix Ψ = diag(Ψ 11 , ..., Ψ pp ), of unique variances, which solves the following optimization problem:
The notation Σ − Ψ 0 means that the matrix Σ − Ψ is positive semidefinite. When the constraint Ψ 0 is ignored, we are dealing with Minimum Trace Factor Analysis (MTFA), first considered by Bentler (1972) under the name "Minimum Variance Factor Analysis". The trace that is minimized in MTFA and CMTFA is the sum of the communalities, in the context of common factor analysis, and it is the sum of the true score variances, in the context of reliability theory. Both MTFA and CMTFA imply a lower bound to the reliability. Specifically, the greatest lower bound can be written as
where 1 p denotes the p × 1 vector of ones, andΨ =Ψ(Σ) is the optimal solution of the problem (1.1). (The notation " := " means "equal by definition".) Note that if all diagonal elements of the matrixΨ are non zero, and hence are positive (i.e. the constraints Ψ ii ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., p, are not active at the optimal solution), then MTFA and CMTFA have the same optimal solutions, and hence the same optimal values. The glb would have gained tremendous popularity if it were not for the problem of sampling bias. For instance, Cronbach (1988) has pointed to the serious positive sampling bias when the glb is estimated in samples of less than several thousands of subjects. In the present paper, the size and the variance of the bias in MTFA (CMTFA) will be approximated by asymptotic arguments. Although this does not provide us with a directly useful unbiased estimate for the glb, it may well represent a major step ahead in dealing with the sampling bias problem of the glb.
In practice, the population covariance matrix Σ is unknown, and instead, we shall have to resort to a sample covariance matrix S. Clearly, MTFA and CMTFA for samples can be defined analogously to those of the population, and the same goes for the statistics. That is, the population value ρ of the glb can be estimated by its sample counterpartρ
whereΨ(S) is the optimal solution of CMTFA with Σ replaced by S. We study in this paper sampling properties of the estimatorρ. In particular, we discuss the bias ofρ.
Background material
Consider the following optimization problem
where X is a p × p diagonal matrix and Z is a given p × p symmetric matrix. Clearly the above problem is equivalent to the CMTFA problem (1.1) with X = Ψ and Z := Σ. The problem (2.1) can be also written in the following equivalent form
It is known (Ten Berge, Snijders & Zegers, 1981, lemma 2.4; Della Riccia & Shapiro, 1982, Theorem 4) that, for any Z, problem (2.1), and its equivalent (2.2), has a unique optimal solution, denoted subsequently byX orX(Z). We also consider the optimal value v(Z) := −trX(Z) of the problem (2.2) and
viewed as functions of the matrix Z. Clearly the population glb ρ is equal to g(Σ), and its sample estimateρ = g(S). Therefore it should be not surprising that the sampling behavior ofρ is closely related to analytical properties of these functions v(·) and g(·). It has been shown (Shapiro, 1982) that the function v(·) is continuous, on the space of p × p symmetric matrices, and hence g(·) is continuous on the set of positive definite matrices. Since the sample covariance matrix S is a consistent estimator of Σ, it follows thatρ is a consistent estimator of ρ.
By s = vec(S) we denote the p 2 × 1 vector obtained by stacking columns of S, and similarly σ = vec(Σ). We have that S is an unbiased estimator of Σ. Moreover, if the population distribution has fourth order moments, then by the Central Limit Theorem, n 1/2 (s − σ) converges in distribution to multivariate normal N (0, Γ). Note that since s has at most p(p+1)/2 distinct elements, the rank of the p 2 ×p 2 covariance matrix Γ is less than or equal to p(p+1)/2. In particular, if the population distribution is normal, then Γ = 2M p (Σ ⊗ Σ), where M p is a symmetric idempotent matrix of rank p(p + 1)/2 with element in row ij and column kl given by
where δ ik = 1 if i = k, and δ ik = 0 if i = k (Browne, 1974) . Let us discuss now the structure of the problem (2.2). Recently such type of problems became a subject of intensive investigation in optimization theory under the name semi-definite programming problems (see, e.g., Vandenberghe & Boyd, 1996) . Let us summarize some basic facts about problem (2.2) (cf. Shapiro, 1982) .
The (Lagrangian) dual of (2.2), for Z = Σ, can be written in the form
The dual problem (2.5) always has an optimal solution (which may not be unique), and the optimal values of the problems (2.2) and (2.5) are finite and equal to each other. Moreover, a p × p symmetric matrixΩ is an optimal solution of the dual problem (2.5) if and only if it is feasible, i.e. diag(Ω) I p andΩ 0, and the following complementarity condition holds
We denote by r the rank of the matrix Σ −X(= Σ −Ψ), and refer to it as the reduced rank of Σ. It is said that the optimal solutionX is nondegenerate if vectors f i * f j , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ p − r, are linearly independent. Here f 1 , ..., f p−r are vectors forming a basis of the null space of the matrix Σ −X, and f i * f j denotes the Hadamard (term by term ) product. This nondegeneracy condition is a specification of a so-called transversality condition to the considered problem. Note that the nondegeneracy condition can only hold if (p − r)(p − r + 1)/2 ≤ p. In a certain sense this nondegeneracy condition is generic (see Shapiro, 1982 Shapiro, , 1997 . Note also that it follows from (2.6) that
It is said that the strict complementarity condition holds if
If the nondegeneracy condition holds, then the dual problem (2.5) has a unique optimal solutionΩ. Moreover, if the strict complementarity condition holds andX does not have zero diagonal elements, thenΩ is unique, if and only if the nondegeneracy condition holds. The optimal value function v(z) is convex (we can view v(·) also as a function of z := vec(Z)). By the theory of convex analysis we have that the subdifferential ∂v(σ), of the optimal value function at z = σ, coincides with the set of optimal solutions with the minus sign of the dual problem (2.5), and that v(z) is differentiable at z = σ iff ∂v(σ) is a singleton, i.e. the dual problem (2.5) has unique optimal solutionΩ (see Rockafellar, 1970) . In the last case ∇v(σ) = −vec(Ω), where ∇v(σ) denotes the gradient vector, i.e. the p 2 × 1 vector of first order partial derivatives. We obtain that if the above nondegeneracy condition holds, then the optimal value function is differentiable at σ and ∇v(σ) = −vec(Ω). Since g(z) is a smooth function of v(z), it follows then that g(z) is also differentiable at σ and ∇g(σ) can be calculated by the chain rule, that is
Recall that the nondegeneracy condition can only hold
The above lower bound for the rank r is called the Ledermann bound. If the reduced rank r is greater than or equal to the Ledermann bound, then typically the dual problem has one optimal solution, and consequently in such cases the functions v(z) and g(z) are differentiable at z = σ. Consider now a situation where the set of optimal solutions of the dual problem is not a singleton. By the above discussion this typically happens if the reduced rank r is less than the Ledermann bound. Let D be the set of optimal solutions of the dual problem (2.5) and denote
Recall that ∂v(σ) = D. It follows then by convex analysis that v (σ, ·) is the support function of the set D, i.e. v (σ, δ) = sup ω∈D ω δ, (2.10) (see Rockafellar, 1970) . In particular, if the set D is a singleton, i.e. the dual problem has only one optimal solutionΩ, then the right hand side of (2.10) is linear in δ and hence v(·) is differentiable at σ, as it was mentioned earlier.
By the chain rule we have 11) and hence g (σ, ·) is the support function of the set
Clearly the set D * is a singleton iff the set D is a singleton. Note that the directional derivatives functions v (σ, ·) and g (σ, ·) are positively homogeneous, i.e. v (σ, tδ) = tv (σ, δ) for any t ≥ 0, and that v (σ, ·) and g (σ, ·) are convex and continuous.
Asymptotics by first order approximations
In this section we discuss implications of the first order differential structure of the functions v(z) and g(z) for an asymptotic analysis of CMTFA. Since the function v(z) is convex, we have that its directional derivative gives a first order approximation of
By the chain rule a similar approximation holds for the function g(z). Consider the random vector y n := n 1/2 (s − σ), where, as before, s = vec(S) and S is the sample covariance matrix based on a sample of size n. We assume that the population distribution has fourth order moments, and hence y n converges in distribution to a random vector y (denoted y n ⇒ y) having a multivariate normal distribution , i.e. y ∼ N (0, Γ). It follows then that y n is bounded in probability and hence, by (3.1),
A similar expansion can be written for g(s) as well. That is, sinceρ = g(s) and
Equations (3.2) and (3.3) imply the following asymptotics (such type of results are known as the Delta Theorem, e.g., Rao, 1973 , p. 388).
Theorem 3.1 Suppose that y
In particular, if ∂v(σ) is a singleton (i.e. the dual problem has a unique optimal solution), then v (σ, y) = [∇v(σ)] y is linear in y. In that case v (σ, y) has a normal distribution with zero mean and variance [∇v(σ)] Γ[∇v(σ)]. Consequently
If, moreover, the population distribution is normal, and hence Γ = 2M p (Σ⊗Σ), then the corresponding asymptotic variance can be calculated in the form
whereΨ is the optimal solution of the CMTFA problem (1.1),Ω is the (unique) optimal solution of the dual problem, and f 1 , ..., f p−r are column vectors of a p×(p−r) matrix F such thatΩ = FF . Similar formulas can be derived, by the same arguments, forρ (see Shapiro, 1982 , theorem 4.2). The situation is quite different if the dual problem has more than one optimal solution. It follows from theorem 3.1, and the analysis of the previous section, that v(s) andρ are asymptotically normal iff the dual problem has only one optimal solution. If the dual problem has multiple solutions, and hence the sets D and D * are not singletons, then the expected values E{v (σ, y)} and E{g (σ, y)} are both non zero and positive. We can view the quantities n −1/2 E{v (σ, y)} and n −1/2 E{g (σ, y)} as asymptotic biases of v(s) andρ, respectively. Unfortunately it does not seem to be possible to give a closed form expression for these expectations. Nevertheless we can draw the following conclusions from the above discussion.
• If the dual problem (2.5) has a unique optimal solution, then the estimators v(s) andρ are asymptotically normal.
• If the dual problem (2.5) has more than one optimal solution, then the (asymptotic) biases of v(s) andρ are positive and of order O(n −1/2 ).
In the next section we discuss situations where the dual problem (2.5) has a unique optimal solution. In such cases the (asymptotic) biases of the estimators v(s) andρ are of order O(n −1 ).
Asymptotic bias of the sample glb by a second order analysis
In this section we discuss a calculation of the bias ofρ in situations where the dual problem (2.5) has a unique optimal solutionΩ. Recall that typically this happens if the (reduced) rank r := rank(Σ −Ψ) is greater than or equal to the Ledermann bound. We assume that y n := n 1/2 (s − σ) ⇒ N (0, Γ). Suppose that the function g(z) is twice continuously differentiable at z = σ. Then we have by a second order Taylor expansion that
where
Hessian matrix of second order partial derivatives. It follows that
If we assume further that the population distribution has moments higher than 4 (this is certainly true for the normal distribution), then the expected value of the remainder o p (n −1 ) in the above expansion is of order o(n −1 ). Since s is an unbiased estimator of σ, i.e. E(s) = σ, it follows then that
That is,
gives the asymptotic bias of the estimatorρ, of order O(n −1 ). A similar analysis applies to the estimator v(s), of the optimal value v(σ), and hence the asymptotic bias of v(s) is given by 
Unfortunately, calculation of the Hessian matrix ∇ 2 v(σ), of second order partial derivatives of the optimal value function v(·), is not simple. Therefore we restrict our analysis in this section to the MTFA only. That is, we assume that the diagonal elements of the optimal solutionΨ, of the problem (1.1), are all positive (in case the constraint Ψ 0 is ignored). This means that MTFA in the population does not display negative unique variances (so-called Heywood cases) and hence coincides with CMTFA. Also, in the present situation, the population glb coincides with a lower bound to reliability that was first proposed by Bentler (1972) .
By the discussion of the previous section we have that the nondegeneracy is a sufficient and "almost" necessary condition for differentiability of the function v(·) at σ. Moreover, it is possible to show that v(·) is twice continuously differentiable at σ iff the nondegeneracy and the strict complementarity conditions hold. This is quite a delicate result and its rigorous derivation would lead outside the scope of this paper. We refer to Shapiro (1997) for such derivations, and to Bonnans and Shapiro (2000) where such type of results are discussed in detail.
So suppose that the nondegeneracy and strict complementarity conditions hold, for the problem (1.1) (or, equivalently, for the problem (2.2) with Z = Σ), and consider the following optimization problem 
The objective function of the optimization problem (4.7) is quadratic and the constraints are linear in h. Let ϑ(∆) be the optimal value of (4.7), considered as a function of ∆. This is a quadratic function of δ := vec(∆), i.e. ϑ(∆) = δ Qδ for some p 2 × p 2 symmetric matrix Q, provided the matrixΩ * (Σ −X) † is positive definite on the linear space {h : F HF = 0}. It follows then that ∇ 2 v(σ) = 2Q. This result can be proved by applying the Implicit Function Theorem to a certain system of equations (Shapiro, 1997) .
Note that if (p − r)(p − r + 1)/2 = p, i.e. the Ledermann bound is exact, then the number of equations in F HF + F ∆F = 0 is equal to the number p of unknowns, and in that case these equations define a single solution h = h(∆), which is also the optimal solution of (4.7). The function h(∆) is linear. By putting h(∆) into the objective function of (4.7), it is relatively easy to calculate the matrix Q in that case.
Let us calculate now the matrix Q in a closed form. We can write the objective function of the problem (4.7) as follows
where Φ := (Σ −X) † and w := vec(diag(Φ∆Ω)). The constraint equations of (4.7) can be written in the form 
for some vector η, where Then, after some algebra, we obtain
Note that B is of order p × p 2 and C is of order p × p. Let us make the following observations. If the Ledermann bound (2.9) holds exactly, i.e. the reduced rank r is equal to the right hand side of (2.9), then p − 1 2 (p − r)(p − r + 1) = 0, and hence the number of columns of the matrix N is zero. In that case the matrix C is a null matrix.
The constraints of the problem (4.7) can be written in the form
Therefore under the nondegeneracy condition, the linear equations (4.10) are linearly independent. Also we have that, for any h ∈ IR p ,
h (Ω * Φ)h = tr(ΩHΦH) = tr(F HΦHF).
Therefore, under the nondegeneracy and strict complementarity conditions, if a non zero diagonal matrix H satisfies the equations F HF = 0, then columns of the matrix HF belong to the range space of Φ, and hence tr(F HΦHF) > 0. That is, the nondegeneracy and strict complementarity conditions imply that the matrixΩ * Φ is positive definite on the linear space {h : F HF = 0}. If the reduced rank r is equal to p−1, then the matrixΩ = FF is of rank one, and hence F is of order p × 1, i.e. it is a column vector. Since diag(Ω) = I p , it follows that the components of F are ±1. In that case F is not changed by "small" perturbations of the elements of the matrix Σ. Moreover, by the necessary condition (2.6) we have that ΣF−XF = 0. Therefore under "small" perturbations of Σ, the optimal solution X, and hence the function v(·), is a linear function of Σ. Consequently, in that case, Q is a null matrix. This can be also derived directly from the optimization problem (4.7). Indeed, without loss of generality we can assume that all components of F are +1, i.e. F = 1 p . Then the optimization problem (4.7) can be written in the form
, and Φ is positive definite over the linear space orthogonal to 1 p , it follows that the optimal value of the optimization problem (4.11) is zero for any d, and hence Q = 0. We obtain the interesting conclusion that if r = p − 1, then the asymptotic bias of v(s) is zero.
In case the population distribution is normal, and hence Γ = 2M p (Σ ⊗ Σ), we can write the asymptotic bias of the glb estimatorρ in a more explicit form. Note that the matrix M p has the following properties: (Ω) . Therefore, by using (4.6), the asymptotic bias ofρ, given in (4.4), can be written as follows
Note that, sinceΩ = FF and (Σ −X)F = 0, it follows that
In particular, if r = p − 1, then Q = 0 and F is a column vector and hence in that case the asymptotic bias ofρ takes the form
Since all diagonal elements of the (diagonal) matrixX are positive and the components of F are ±1, we obtain that (1 pX F) 2 ≤ [tr(X)] 2 and hence
It follows that if r = p − 1 and the population distribution is normal, then the asymptotic bias of the glb estimator is less than or equal to zero.
Numerical examples
The asymptotic results of the present paper crystallize in the bias estimate (4.4), with associated asymptotic variance given in Shapiro (1982, Theorem 4.2) . In the present section, some empirical results for these estimates will be obtained. We also examine the reduced trace function v(S) with the corresponding asymptotic bias given in (4.5) and associated asymptotic variance given by (3.7).
The formulas for first and second order derivatives of the functions v(·) and g(·) were verified numerically, by calculating finite differences, and were found to be accurate. In order to examine the behavior of the estimates v(S) and g(S) in samples we start from a given population covariance matrix Σ, with reduced rank r. From this population, we draw 500 samples of sizes n = 100, n = 500 and n = 2000, respectively. Increasing the number of samples beyond 500 has also been tried but did not seem to further affect the results. Each of the 500 samples is generated in the following manner. We sample n cases (row vectors of p elements) from the multivariate normal N (0, I p ) distribution, and postmultiply each vector by Σ 1/2 . This yields n realizations from the multivariate N (0, Σ) distribution. Next, we compute the sample covariance matrix S by subtracting the sample means, taking sums of squares and cross-products, and dividing by n − 1. Repeating this process 500 times gives us 500 sample covariance matrices from the multivariate normal N (0, Σ) distribution, based on a fixed sample size n.
For each sample, we take S to be an estimate of Σ, and evaluate all matrices by substituting S for Σ. This yields in particular:
• the sample glb value g(S),
• the bias estimate (4.4) for g(S),
• the sample reduced trace value v(S),
• the bias estimate (4.5) for v(S).
We inspect the correlations between these values, and report the observed averages of the four statistics over 500 samples, and, in addition:
• the observed variance of the sample glb g(S),
• the observed variance of the sample reduced trace v(S).
The above values are reported in the first rows of the tables. Tables 1-3 refer to a population covariance matrix Σ with p = 5 variables and reduced rank r = 3. Tables  4-6 refer to a Σ with p = 10 variables and reduced rank r = 8.
The first four statistics are also evaluated for Σ, yielding four comparable population parameters, reported in the first four cells of the second rows of the tables below. These parameters can be interpreted as the sample statistics that would be observed if the sample covariance matrix S (based on a particular sample size n) would happen to coincide with Σ. Also, we evaluate the asymptotic variances of g(S) and v(S), using expressions from Shapiro (1982, Theorem 4.2), and (3.7), respectively. Note that both of these expressions have to be divided by n to give the desired asymptotic variances. These variances are reported in the last two places of the second row of the tables.
Finally, we evaluate the "real glb bias" and "real reduced trace bias" as the sample mean of g(S) minus g(Σ), and as the sample mean of v(S) minus v(Σ), respectively, see the third rows of the tables. The simulations were carried out with two covariance matrices based on p = 5 (Example 1) and p = 10 (Example 2) items, respectively of a scholastic achievement test. Heywood case were not encountered (except for a few cases with n = 100), which means that MTFA here coincides with CMTFA. Throughout the simulations, the correlations (over 500 samples) between g-bias and v-bias were close to 1.0.
Example 1: Five items from a scholastic achievement test.
Results for three different sample sizes are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3 . In general the asymptotic results based on samples tend to underestimate the real bias in the glb and its numerator. However, it can also be seen that the approximations become better as sample sizes increase. Because this example has only five variables, solutions with reduced rank 4 occur quite frequently, namely, 152, 61 and 23 times, respectively. When the sample statistics are evaluated separately for these cases, we find zero v-bias and negative g-bias throughout (as proven above). However, we also find higher glb-values and higher v-bias for these cases. It should be emphasized that these results are not incompatible with theory. It is the population reduced rank which affects the asymptotic bias, rather than the reduced rank we happen to find in samples. Inspection of the correlations reveals that v-bias and g-bias correlate near 1, but the correlation between glb and g-bias is negative, around −.20. However, for the specific cases with reduced rank 4, it appears that the latter correlations are extremely high (between .93 and .97), whereas they are negative (between −.34 and −.18) for the cases with reduced rank 3. This suggests that bias correction may be possible for those samples where the reduced rank happens to be p − 1. Tables 4-6 give the results for three different sample sizes. The asymptotic results look better than in example 1, especially for n = 2000. The reduced rank in the population is 8, and it varies from 7 to 9 in samples. Again, it has been verified that the samples display less bias as the reduced rank is lower. The correlations between the glb and the bias vary from −.29 to −.47. Again, looking at cases with reduced rank p − 1 reveals a totally different picture, they are .99 or 1.00 for each of the three tables. The frequencies of these cases were 8, 10 and 13, respectively, for Tables 4, 5 and 6. Example 3. In addition to the simulations shown above, we also looked at a contrived case with p = 8, and reduced rank r = 1 in the population ( Table 7) . The asymptotic bias results of section 4 of this paper do not apply in that example. However, the real bias in the glb is not much higher than usual with n = 500.
Example 4. Finally, we also examined a case with population reduced rank p−1.
Here we have asymptotic v-bias zero, and negative asymptotic g-bias. Nevertheless, Table 8 shows that, for a sample of n = 100, the average sample glb is still .047 higher than the population value. Interestingly, this cannot be attributed to the occurrence of reduced rank 2 (in 268 of the 500 cases): Like in Tables 1,. ..,6, samples with lower reduced rank perform better in terms of bias. This is not to say that these results contradict the asymptotic theory. As we let n increase, the real bias rapidly goes to zero, and it is slightly negative for n = 5000. For the data of Tables 1-7 , negative bias in the glb does not arise, not even when a sample size of n = 5000 is used. The correlations between glb and g-bias follow the same pattern as before: When the cases with reduced rank 3 are considered separately, we find a value near 1, whereas for the rank 2 cases, the correlation is negative.
Discussion
The above tables reflect the well-known fact that the real bias in the glb and in the reduced trace decrease with sample size, and it can be seen that the asymptotic bias estimates and their variances follow the same pattern. As sample sizes increase, the sample statistics behave more and more according to the asymptotic theory.
The simulation study suggests that the asymptotic results cannot be used in small samples. In particular, the values of Table 4 are completely off the mark. The simulation results confirm the theoretical results, but also imply directions for future research. In particular, the asymptotic theory indicates that the bias should be bigger when the population reduced rank is relatively low. Still this was not always the case in simulation experiments. On the other hand, the prospects for a reliable bias correction seem remote for all cases considered, except those with reduced rank p-1. This is another aspect that requires further study.
The examples above represent cases with low reliability. Since it is well-known that the bias in the glb tends to be higher when the glb is small, we have been dealing with large bias situations. The particular reason for taking such cases is that they do not lead to Heywood cases (indeed we found very few). Because the theory of the present paper does not apply to CMTFA, it has been imperative to have cases where MTFA happens to coincide with CMTFA.
The value of the variance of v(S), calculated according to the asymptotic formula (3.7), is given in the last column of the tables under the name "population" var(v(S)). The corresponding "true" variance of v(S), estimated by the simulation, is given in the same column under the name "sample" var(v(S)). We can see from the tables that the theoretical value typically overestimates the corresponding "true" variance (except in Table 7 , where formula (3.7) does not apply). This indicates that the first order approximation, on which formula (3.7) is based, is not accurate enough for the sample sizes considered. It is possible to get a better approximation by incorporating the corresponding second order term of the Taylor expansion in such a variance evaluation. This, however, although theoretically possible, would involve the calculations of 8-th order moments and could be very messy.
A key assumption of the theoretical developments of section 4 of the present paper is that the reduced rank associated with MTFA in the population is at or above the Ledermann bound (see (2.9) ). This has the following practical implications. When the population covariance matrix Σ is constructed on the basis of a small number of hypothetical latent factors, as was done by Cronbach (1988) , and also for the data reported in Table 7 , the asymptotic results derived in section 4 do not apply. As it was argued in section 3, in such cases the asymptotic bias of the sample estimate of glb is of order O(n −1/2 ). On the other hand, it has been shown by Shapiro (1982) that the reduced rank is almost surely at or above the Ledermann bound, when the covariance matrix is obtained on the basis of a random sample from a continuous distribution. This means that the results of section 4 of this paper do apply when the population is defined empirically, either as the result of "sampling the entire population", or when an empirically obtained sample is treated as if it were the population, as we did above. Simulation studies on the same basis have recently been carried out by Socan (1999) and Verhelst (1998) . They compared the glb to other lower bounds in terms of sampling bias. The glb bias they report is in line with the results of the present paper. Table 8 : Reduced rank r = 3 in population, p = 4 and n = 100
